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This is a Library Circulating Copy which may be borrowed for two weeks. 
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. Two fits to the same region of data in the 177mLu spectrum. The upper fit has clear indications of a missing component, both in the fit and in the residuals. The complete fit below has small random deviations.
Graphs like these are drawn on the CRT display screen with on-line run s .
of the peak height, is taken to be the uncertainty in the peak area. In both approaches an estimate of the errors as sociated with the ene rgy calibration is alsa needed. These uncertainties reflect inaccu.-racies in the energies and channel locations of the energy-calibration peaks and expected drifts in the detector system. These uncertainties are expres sed as a band around the energy calibration curve, the width of which is specified at different energies and inter- .' . ... 
DA T AIN
WHAT (1) = O. = 1.
WHAT(2)~O.
WHAT (3)~O.
WHAT (2) WHAT (3) WHAT (4) WHAT ( WHAT (2) WHAT (3) WHAT (4) WHAT (5) WHAT (6) SHAPEDO -20- UCRL-19452 reads indicative and spectral data.
searches and reads the spectrum specifiedon inputtape 5;
specifies that the indicative and spectral data are on cards, spectral data in FORMAT(10F7.0). The indicative data are on one card between DATAIN and the spectrum as follows: alphanumeric run number in columns 1-6, alphanumeric indicative data in columns 7 -66, and an integral number of channels in columns 76 -80.
= 2. reads data on cards as with WHAT (1) and WHAT (3) WHA T (1) WHAT (2) WHAT (3) WHAT (4) = O.
WHAT (5) 
WHAT (6) SHAPEIN WHAT (1) WHAT (2) WHA T (3) WHAT (4) WHA T(5) = O. = 1.
PEAKFIND
WHAT (1) WHA T (2) WHAT (3) WHA T (4) WHAT (5) WHA T(6) = o. = 1.
is the approximate center channel of the calibration peak, specifies the lowe r limit of the fitting inte rval, (1) WHAT (3) =O. (1) WHAT (5) = O. = 1. WHA T (2) WHAT (3) WHAT (4) f O.
WHAT (5) =O. = 1.
ENIN
WHAT (1) WHAT (2) WHAT (3) WHAT (5) = O.
=1
.
WHAT (2) = o.
=2.
the exact centroid of the peak expre s s ed in channels, the statistical uncertainty of the centroid. the exact energy in keV, the uncertainty in energy in keY.
the photopeak area, from the fitting, the statistical uncertainty of peak area.
the photopeak intensity, the uncertainty in peak intensity in per the photopeak intensity per time unit.
the spectrum number.
cent, assigns an energy calibration point for the linear interpolation by using a fitted peak centroidobtainedpreviouslywith FITDO or FITS.
The energy determinations can then be performed by using some of the fittedlines as internal energy standards. See OPTIONS and RESULT cards.
is the approximate channel location for the calibration line; it has to be correct within 3 channels, or as specified byWHAT (4) performs a polynomial fitto the points generated or read in for the linear interpolationwith ENDO or ENIN. The resultingcurve may be used for the subsequent energy determinations. See OPTIONS and RESULT cards.
The calibration uncertainties will be the same as specified for the linear interpolatlon.
is the number of terms in the polynomial fit,thatis, one plus the degree of the polynomial. If enough energy-calibration pointsare available,polynomials up to 8th degree can be used, specifiesno CRT displayof the results, displays on the CRT the nonlinearity of the polynomial and the interpolation table between the first and the last calibration points, displaysthe nonlinearity over the whole range of the spectrum.. (1) WHAT (2) WHAT (3) WHAT (4) WHA T(5) = O. = 1.
EFDO WHAT(i)
WI-I A T (2) WHAT (3) WHAT (5) 
WHAT (2) WHAT (3) WHAT(5) =O. (1) WHAT(Z) WHA T (3) WHAT (4) WHAT (5) = o. = 1. WHAT (6) = o. = 1. = 2.
RESULT
WHAT (1) =o.
WHAT (4) = o. DATA CARnS FOJ-f c;AMPO F"OLl.O'" THE NEXT LINf WHATfS)~lti A T ( 6 ) "'JAME .n2:3 3{}.'5!9 . J no 2" '3 4 4 F + U4, ''''37.t1AJHE'''P1 '"'ti oq-'T.,.'-.H'F.o"GE-r ) ',71.740 . 
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